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a b s t r a c t 

Major backbone of today’s competitive and upcoming market is definitely becoming Cloud computing & hence 

corporate utilize capabilities of cloud computing services. To improve security initiatives by cloud computing 

service or CRPs, novel types of tools and protocols finds themselves always in demand. In order to build compre- 

hensive risk assessment methodology, extensive literature review was conducted to identify risk factors that may 

affect cloud computing adoption. In this context various risk factors were identified. After feature selection and 

identification of risk factors, utilized to select most effective features using linear regression algorithms. Then 

AI-ML techniques like Decision Tree (DTC), Randomizable Filter Classifier, k-star with RMSE method is used to 

analyse threats within CC environment. Experimental outcomes depicted that division of dataset to (95%-5%) 

provided best result out of every remaining partitioning and moreover put forth that DTC algorithm provided 

best outcomes out of entire data set used in experimental setups. 
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. Introduction 

Cloud [1] being one of most versatile and dynamic inventions has

rought focus of technologists on the global stage. Although Cloud Com-

uting comes with huge rewards like measured services, rapid elasticity,

calability, and major significant being low cost to companies, more over

t is embedded with good proportion of security risks that is not com-

rised by any other enterprise that can be ignored. The security danger

hat emanate from the wide range of the vulnerabilities inherent in any

ype of Cloud computing system and in the absence of reliable security

irectives, there is an apparent reluctance on the part of organizations

o adopt an otherwise a powerful environment called cloud computing

2] . 

Without bothering regarding physical and technical maintenance or

anagement challenges of original resources, Cloud Computing makes

sers capable of controlling and reaching their resources online with

elp from internet at any time irrespective of their locations [3] . More-

ver, its resources are scalable and dynamic. It is an autonomous com-

uting platform that is entirely different than utility and grid computing.

loud Computing best example can be seen as Google Apps; it helps in

ccessing services through browser and can be easily installed on ex-

ensive number of computers over Internet links [4] . Using internet, Re-

ources are easily approachable from cloud environment from any place

nd at any time across globally. Comparatively to other computing mod-

ls it is less as far as cost is concern. As service provider is accountable
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or accessibility and availability of various services, cost of maintenance

ntangled with it is negligible and clients remain free from management

nd maintenance issues of resources at provider’s end. Because of these

haracteristics, Cloud Computing came to be called as simply IT on de-

and or utility computing. A main significant feature of Cloud Com-

uting is its Scalability and is attained via virtualization of their servers

 5 , 6 ]. It gives software, computation, storage services and data access

hat doesn’t need any end-user knowledge of system configuration that

elivers services or physical location. 

Cloud Computing Technology works on three different SPI (Software

latform Infrastructure) models and four deployments (public, private,

ybrid, and community) models [7] . As per the usage or requirement

onsumer can use the service(s) of the cloud and deploy the cloud.

resently, it has three types of service models also called SPI (Software

latform Infrastructure) models which are given below [8] : 

Ø SaaS (Software as a Service) [9] :- 

It is a Software distribution and deployment schemes where appli-

ations are delivered to clients in form of services. For accessing and

tilization of service or an application which is embedded in cloud, cos-

umers receive this facility with ease. Such application can execute on

ervice provider’s Web servers or client’s computing machines. SaaS de-

ivers services for patch management efficiently and also promotes col-

aboration. 

Least extensibility and greatest amount of securing responsibility

aken on by the cloud provider. Basically, it uses provider’s applica-
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ions over a network. “Salesforce.com ” is an example, where necessary

nformation for the interaction between the consumer and the service is

osted as part of the service in the cloud and deliverance of basic busi-

ess services that comprises of word processing and email by Google

pps [10] . 

Ø PaaS (Service Platform) [11] :- 

Client gains accessibility to platform by empowering them in orga-

izing their own application and software and applications in cloud do-

ain. IT lies in the middle at somewhere, with extensibility and security

eatures that must be leveraged by the customer. Main responsibility of

aaS is deploying customer related application to a cloud. 

Ø IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) [12] :- 

This model is utilized in delivering storage, lease processing, and

arious other important resources of computing for their client. These

lients doesn’t manage or control basic cloud framework but has access-

ng capabilities on basic storage, operating system, computing skills as

tandardized services on given network and deployed applications. It

equires greater extensibility and least amount of security responsibil-

ty taken on by cloud provider. Network capacity (Servers, Switches,

outers, and other Systems) Storage, Rent processing & other funda-

ental computing resources comes under this model. 

Cloud Computing is quite rich in features but main futures of Cloud

omputing are as follows [13] : 

Ø Use of internet-based services to support business process: - 

Platform of Cloud Computing is not constrained to particular net-

orks but can be access via huge network of them all that is Internet

13] . 

Ø Utility-like based Renting IT-services: - 

Cloud Computing comprises in renting of computing resources like

etwork bandwidth, software and hardware, on demand basis or as-

equired, like utility computing which was a precursor to Cloud Com-

uting; without worrying about installation and maintenance cost of

loud Computing [13] . 

It is a combination of prevailing technologies and methods, embed-

ed in a new infrastructure paradigm which provides improved elastic-

ty, scalability, faster start up time, reduced management costs, just-in-

ime availability of resources and business agility. 

. Related work 

Computing in cloud is a natural development for computation cen-

res and information/data enabled with virtualization technologies,

orkload balancing and automated systems management [14] . With

ll these evolutions of technologies, there arise complexities that con-

ribute towards reluctance to adopt cloud by the market. One the main

ssue is security threats for migrating the data and application in the

loud because of obvious reasons. Further, security threats also have

arious categories like data security threats, network security threats,

erver security threats, application security threats, authentication &

uthorization security threats, web security threats, virtualization se-

urity threats. Each security danger constitutes of their own issues or

oncerns. One of prominent problems in network security and data se-

urity is Cyber-attacks. Therefore, this whole literature review is mainly

oncerned with different security threats or issues in cloud environment.

In [15] , the authors give a review of a study that looked into CC

ecurity problems, challenges, and solutions that included one or more

achine learning techniques. This includes a look at several machine

earning methods, such as supervised, unsupervised, semi-supervised,

nd reinforcement learning, that are used to address cloud security con-

erns. Then, based on their theoretical qualities, benefits, and down-

ides, it compares the performance of each approach. Furthermore, it
244 
dentifies future research possibilities for CC models to ensure their se-

urity. 

With an aim in promoting application of best practices to deliver se-

urity and protection guarantee within Cloud Computing domain, Cloud

ecurity Alliances (CSA) is a not-for profit organization. CSA also pro-

ides knowledge on how to use Cloud Computing in assisting of safe-

uarding other forms of computing entirely. Hence It is being identified

s top seven dangers to cloud platform through an article “Top Threats

o Cloud Computing V1.0 ” that is as followed [ 16 , 17 ]: 

Ø Nefarious and Abusive application of Cloud Computing 

Ø Application Programming Interfaces Insecurely 

Ø Malicious programs Inside machines 

Ø Vulnerabilities associated with Shared Technology 

Ø Loss/Leakage of Information 

Ø Services and Account 

Ø Hijacking of Traffic 

Cloud computing is prone to manifold security threats varying form

etwork level threats to application level threats [18–20] . The reason for

onducting literature review is to understand what exactly cloud com-

uting means, working of cloud computing, and what are the problems

n the cloud computing. It also focused on how it can mitigate the risks

nd encourage the companies/consumers to adopt the cloud computing

nvironment. 

The dangers, weaknesses, and risk mitigation, as well as the norms

nd legislation, are highlighted in [21] . The three technologies were

hen compared against international standards (OWASP, NIST, ISO, and

DPR), with the findings revealing that the majority of AI and IoT stan-

ards and regulations are still under development, while cloud comput-

ng has a sufficient basis of supporting standards. To counter the DDoS

hreat, the author created a DDoS detection system based on the C.4.5

lgorithm in [22] . This method, when combined with signature detec-

ion approaches, provides a decision tree that can identify signature as-

aults for DDoS flooding attacks automatically and effectively. It chose

arious machine learning approaches and compared the results to vali-

ate the system. The authors show in [23] that their suggested system

ot only recognizes a wide range of cyber-attacks, but also detects them

ith great accuracy (up to 97.11%). It also presents comparisons with

urrent machine learning-based methodologies in order to illustrate the

fficacy of its suggested solution. The processing and analysis of massive

ata acquired from 3S methods and sensors, as described by the author

n [24] , give intriguing views for developing an integrated technological

ystem for excavation. 

The application of machine learning algorithms for risk assessment is

learly a developing topic of study, according to [25] , as seen by the in-

reasing trend in annual publications. Machine learning approaches may

mprove traditional risk assessment by offering data-driven insights as

ore data is collected on various socio-technical systems. The author of

26] provides a mathematical technique for automating anomaly detec-

ion by merging principles for cognitive engine design, edge computing,

rtificial Intelligence, and Machine Learning. By embedding Artificial

ntelligence and Machine Learning at the edge of IoT networks, this en-

ine creates a step change in delivering secure and functional real-time

ntelligence for predictive cyber risk analytics. 

Since the early days of computer design, network-based intrusion

etection systems (NIDS) that employ statistical metrics or computer

hresholds have been linked to security research [27] . However, be-

ause they have a high rate of false negatives (failure to detect) and

alse positives, they are useless for contemporary cyber risk analytics

f networked and extremely complex ICT systems (false alerts). In the

ase of IoT, distributed threat detection at the fog level has been shown

o be more scalable than centralized cloud [28] . If the attack vectors

re known, a form of attack using bidirectional long short-term mem-

ry (LSTM) units introduced to a recurrent neural network (RNN) can

chieve 99.999% accuracy [29] . Similarly, when compared to other al-

orithms, a Siamese Network Classification Framework (SNCF) may re-
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ieve risk prediction imbalance and provide more trustworthy findings

30] . 

Cloud network security brings out the taxonomy of various types of

loud attacks that have occurred in recent past and it also lists out the

uccessfully implemented solutions to mitigate the risks [ 31 , 32 ]. The re-

iew of literature reveals many different types of threats and attacks on

loud networks includes Denial of Service (Distributed DoS, HDoS, XDoS

ttack, Man-in-the-middle attack, IP spoofing Attack, Sniffer Attack, Re-

lay Attack, Dictionary Attack, Injection Attack, Hypervisor, Wrapping

ttack and so on [33] . Prominent ones are Do’s with the categories

f DDoS and Man-in-the-Middle attacks. Under cloud network security

hreats, it has chosen to analyze two categories of the attacks, which

re more prominent on cloud networks. These two categories are DoS

DDoS, XDoS, HDoS) attacks, and Man-in-the-middle attack. DoS attacks

re very strong attack which interrupts services for a long duration of

ime. Instead if an attacks gains access maliciously in communication

ink so as to control and monitor communication and tampers messages

or malevolent intentions, then Man-in-the-middle attack takes place.

ith assistance from authentication and identification procedures by

alidating identity of users such kinds of damages can be avoided. Few

f networked attacks are describe below: 

i Man-in-the-Middle Attack 

ii Denial of Service (DoS) Attack 

iii Distributed DoS Attack (DDoS 

iv Repudiation 

v Privileges Elevation 

vi Worms and Viruses Attack. 

ii Spoofing attack. 

iii Reused IP Addresses. 

ix Cookie Poisoning. 

x CAPTCHA Braking. 

xi Google Hacking 

ii Dictionary Attack. 

iii Malware Injection Attacks. 

iv Sniffer Attack. 

xv Tampering. 

vi Eavesdropping/Information Disclosure. 

ii Replay Attack 

iii Wrapping Attack. 

Apart from these problems, it has found that industries are reluctant

o adopting the cloud computing and different authors have different

iews for the reluctance. So there is a need for investigation into reasons

or reluctance to adopt cloud services by the companies and consumers.

In [34] , Secure Cloud Computing’s Control Framework, Harshit Sri-

astava et al have opined that next big technology is cloud computing

ith its utility for different size of organization but the security &pri-

acy issues are causing a serious concern for adoption which requires

ttention. In this paper authors have used many survey results to con-

lude that security and privacy of physical, environmental, and virtu-

lization security is vendor’s responsibility. This paper indicates, that

rganizations can exercise control on three main layers such as Physi-

al, Logical and Methodology Layer for tackling threats at data centre,

etwork security and insider security respectively. Authors have pro-

osed a governing body with automated control framework which aims

o computes threat index for solving security challenges by creating as-

ociation within CSPs based on existing attacks. 

In [35] , author explains protocols of this emerging and new technol-

gy of cloud computing which delivers services and shared resources at

educed price of software and hardware along with few related security

hallenges during use of cloud’s services. Additionally, author focuses

n characteristic of multiple occupancy while also conversing informa-

ion security problems on cloud exposed by CSA. Cloud computing Se-

urity issue can be reduced by designing or changing robust and strong

ultitenancy’s architecture was concluded by Authors. 
245 
With regards to [36] , author postulates that, for securing resources

nd the users data, the most important goal should be to maintain CIA

Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability) in order to continue the

loud service for business under emerging challenges of security which

hreaten this technology. Authors have used many survey results such

s in 2013 DoS attack was declared fifth threat amongst top of infamous

ine in cloud computing which might lead to damage of hardware or

ata and consequent loss of money if service is hijacked by CSA (Cloud

ecurity Alliance). This paper also describes few DoS & DDoS attack

nd its effects on cloud with present resolutions; however, this paper

ocuses mainly on two category of DoS attack i.e. H-DoS and X-DoS and

uggests Cloud protector and Cloud Trace Back (CTB) to remove these

ypes of attacks and Cloud Defender System (CSQD) to alleviate XML

ulnerabilities on web. 

In [37] , author discussed cloud computing as a technical shift to pro-

ide the services remotely by the third party called service providers.

uthors have looked at insider threat with two outlooks, primarily

ith a view of cloud service provider and later with cloud outsourcer

oint of view and have suggested countermeasures accordingly. Against

loud outsourcer Countermeasures for user’s perspective is host based

DS/IPS, log auditing, and with provider side is multi-factor authentica-

ion, anomaly detection and separation of duties. Researchers are more

ntense on 3 various kinds of attacks in current category like changing

onstituent of users file without their knowledge, obtaining the private

eys of users ‘encrypted files, web template poisoning and their mitiga-

ion techniques. Authors conclude by stating that organizations should

e aware of vulnerabilities exposed by the utilization of cloud services

nd remain mindful of the availability of cloud services to employees

ith the organizations. 

In the paper [38] , author states that cloud security is an evolving

ub-domain of information security, network security and computer se-

urity. Astounding security considerations of information security pro-

essionals need to be considered when evaluating the risks of cloud com-

uting. The fundamental issues are application & data security and cloud

ser and provider both are responsible for this. However, providers must

nsure that their infrastructure is secure and client’s applications and

ata are protected and user should adopt measures to use strong pass-

ords and authentication measures, the authors discussed. Researchers

mphasis on privacy issues and cloud security, cloud security controls,

ts algorithms such as AES, MD-5, RSA, with their disadvantages and

oncluded that innovative decryption and encryption must be deployed

n improving security across network. 

In the paper [39] , Pallavi Marathe et al. argue that, because cloud

omputing is outsourced through third party so inherently there is an

dded security risk which makes harder to maintain security, avail-

bility, confidentiality of data and it is also a hindrance for adoption

f cloud computing. Cloud securities issues are broadly categorizing

n two classes like security related problems as experienced by ser-

ice providers with cloud and security challenges as sensed by end

sers. In this case, customer ensures that provider has taken proper

ecurity measures to protect their data and provider must ensure that

heir infrastructure is secure and customers’ data and applications are

rotected. Cloud Computing services and storage are widely provided

y Google and Amazon and VMware provide the software to create

 privately owned cloud. Along with benefits from the cloud comput-

ng there are inherent security risks. As more data transits/moves from

entrally located server-storage to another location in the cloud, the

hances of compromise of private data also increase. In this paper au-

hors are mainly focused on threats to information from confidential-

ty, integrity, availability and suggest the use of some tools, which are

vailable in the market to reduce the risks of these threats such as Viivo,

kyCrypt, CipherCloud, Bitglass, Skyhigh explaining about their work-

ng, advantages, disadvantages. They conclude that Skyhigh and Bit-

lass tool is best in encryption of information and discover the cloud

sage. Writers also propose that if corporate are capable of maintain-

ng control and coordination of encryption keys, then they can guar-
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ntee agreement with external regulatory requirements and internal

olicies. 

In [40] , author Smita Parte et al. have discussed on how cloud

omputing offers attractive technological and financial advantages and

he facilities of building, managing deploying and designing their au-

onomous applications remotely with no additional requirement of soft-

are and hardware. They also underline that the security considerations

emain the major crucial features in cloud computing because of confi-

ential information in the cloud. Authors have focuses on privacy, trust

 security challenges (deficiency of user control, unapproved memory

ractice, data explosion, dynamic provisioning, access, trans border data

ow, multi-tenancy, audit, availability etc.) issues, taxonomy of security

spects, security concerns (access management, encryption, key man-

gement, and other danger management), already present resolutions

ike firewall, IDS/IPS, antiviruses etc. Hence they concluded by stating

hat stakes holder, vendors, enterprises, organization have to take seri-

us note about security concern of cloud computing prior to embracing

loud systems. 

In [41] , authors discuss the phenomenon of growth of cloud comput-

ng along with its challenges and issues are also growing as rapidly. This

aper mainly covers overview, architecture, threats and existing coun-

ermeasures of threats to cloud computing. Various security attacks and

hreats at many strata (physical-IaaS levels, application-SaaS, virtual-

aaS,) as well as their influence like insider, flooding, user to root, port

canning, virtualization, backdoor channel(DDoS), storage allocation,

uthorization & authentication and data modification are discussed by

he authors. 

The following risk factors are identified for evaluation as: 

i Authentication and Access Control (A&AC) 

ii Insufficient due Diligence (IDD) 

iii Data Loss (DL) 

iv Insecure Application Programming (IAP) 

v Data Transfer (DT) 

vi Business Continuity and Service Availability (BC& SA) 

ii Shared Environment (ShE) 

iii Regulatory Compliance (RC) 

ix Data Breaches (DB) 

x Data location and Investigative Support (DL&IS) 

xi Third Part Management (TPM) 

ii Data Segregation (DS) 

iii Recovery (R) 

iv Data Integrity (DI) 

xv Virtualization Vulnerabilities (VV) 

vi Resource Exhaustion (RE) 

ii Service Level Agreement (SLA) 

iii Interoperability and Portability (I& P) 

. Method 

This stage compares the estimated risk levels against a risk accep-

ance criterion, which is a threshold established by business executives.

The goal of this work is to provide a methodological instrument for

isk assessment in the cloud computing environment that is both trust-

orthy and effective. The proposed smart risk assessment modelling ap-

roach is implemented using ML model in three phases as shown in

ig. 1 . The following precise research objectives were set in order to

chieve this goal: 

1- To evaluate and identify the body of information about risk issues

related with cloud computing. 

2- To run a simulation of the dataset using previously established risk

variables. 

3- To use machine learning techniques to create a feasible risk as-

sessment model for cloud computing environments. Authors in

[41] listed some issues should be put in considerable when selecting
the most suitable assessment technique:  

246 
• Resource availability for analysis. 

• Complexity and size of process that are analysed. 

• The phase in which danger evaluation will be considered in process

lifecycle. 

• Information availability. 

The Following predictive model is used to construct model for eval-

ation of performance through AI techniques & Linear regression algo-

ithms (Machine learning) as represented in Fig. 2: - 

Step 1: A literature evaluation of cloud computing was conducted,

and the related risk factors were discovered. There were certain

difficulties that were discovered. The same risk factor was defined

by many studies, but they gave it different names. Other studies

define risk variables, although they might be integrated and cat-

egorised under a different term. As a result, 18 risk factors for

these disorders have been discovered. The goal of the project was

to identify the most critical risk variables that can affect cloud

computing adoption, as well as to assess which elements had a

significant impact on the organization’s objectives, so that they

could be included and added to the risk factors already identified.

All 18 risk factors are used as input variables in order to create

a dataset with just one output, which is the estimated risk. Each

variable is then divided into four categories: low, medium, high,

and extremely high. Next, it uses one of the data measurement

methods known as interval scale to assign numeric values to each

variable; each variable has a numerical range value. 

Step 2: After preparing the dataset, it is necessary to minimise the

data’s dimensionality, which allows the data analysis algorithm

to run more quickly and efficiently. This job was completed using

feature selection methods in this study. This work is done with

the aid of the WEKA / orange tool, which is a proposed feature se-

lection technique implementation. Best first, random search and

ranker were always the feature selection methods employed. 

Step 3: Three methods were employed as basis algorithms for as-

sessing the risk variables connected with the cloud computing

environment throughout this research. Extremely Randomized

Decision Trees, K 

∗ , and randomizable Filter Classifier are the

methods under question. These algorithms are well-known in the

field of data analysis and have shown to be effective in prac-

tice. These algorithms are used with the appropriate customisa-

tion from WEKA / orange tools. According to the standard top-

down technique, the Extremely Randomized Decision Trees or

extra tree constructs an ensemble of un-pruned decision or re-

gression trees. The data is split completely or partially randomly

by the extra tree. It differs from existing decision tree induction

techniques in two ways: it separates nodes by picking cut-points

completely at random and it grows trees using the whole learning

sample. The entropy distance metric is used in K 

∗ , an instance-

based learning method, to quantify the distance between two in-

stances. The entropy distance metric has various advantages, in-

cluding a uniform method to addressing symbolic, real-valued,

and missing-value properties. Typically used for running an ar-

bitrary classifier on data that has been passed via an arbitrary

filter in the case of randomizable Filter Classification. The struc-

ture of the filter, like that of the classifier, is solely dependent on

the training data, and test instances will be handled by the filter

without any changes to their structure. 

Step 4: An ensemble is a group of learning machines whose judg-

ments are pooled to improve the overall system’s performance.

It mix two datasets after applying machine learning methods to

them to construct ensemble model. In trials, the ensemble model

is built using the vote technique. A vote algorithm is a type of

prediction algorithm that combines many predictors. For regres-

sion, several combinations of probability estimates are possible.

Each prediction gets one vote in the voting procedure, and the
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Figure 1. Smart risk assessment modelling approach. 

Figure 2. Methodology used to construct the proposed predictive Model. 
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majority wins. As a combination rule, the vote algorithm is im-

plemented using the average of probability approach. Machine

Learning Techniques used for Cloud Risk Assessment are as fol-

lows: 

) Decision Trees 

For supervised classifier, it is tree-based ensemble techniques.

ecision-Trees is dependent on process of randomization, splitting rules

re arbitrarily strained at every element of tree, and depends on selected

ne of such guidelines to be related with that node is best practice as

er scoring computational evaluation. Such methods help in improving

raining speed, wearying correlation amongst induced decision-trees,

nd decreasing complication with induction procedures. 

) Randomizable Filter Classifier 

Utilised for executing a random classifier on information which has

een transferred via an arbitrary filter. Similar to classifier, filter’s struc-

ure is dependent exclusively on test instances and training information

hat will be executed by filter without altering their basic structure. 

) k-Nearest Neighbours (k-NN or K 

∗ ) 
247 
This algorithm, known as k-NN, is instance-dependent learning, in

hich the entire training sample is kept and no model is established

ntil a novel instance is required to be grouped, and they use a few

omain-specific distance functions to recover the single most identical

nstance from a set of training instances. 

The integration of above machine learning methodologies is per-

ormed together with monotonous adaptive risk assessment system us-

ng AI technique. The outcome of this AI enabled proposed system with

daptive capabilities are continues evolving with the help of threat pre-

ictions and mitigation. Certain conventional performance indicators

re employed in this research to assess the effectiveness of resultant ap-

roaches. It utilised two statistical metrics to solve this problem, first

s Correlation Coefficient (R), and second is Root Mean Square Error

RSME) [ 46 , 47 , 48 , 49 ] as shown in Eqs. (1) and (2) : 

 = 

√ √ √ √ 1 − 

∑𝑛 

1 ( 𝑃 𝑖 − 𝐴𝑖 ) 2 ∑𝑛 

1 𝐴 𝑖 2 
(1)

𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 

√ √ √ √ 

1 
𝑁 

𝑁 ∑
𝑡 =1 

( 𝑃 𝑖 − 𝐴𝑖 ) 2 (2)

Actual (desired) and fitted (predicted) output values are represented

y Pi and Ai, respectively. As a consequence, it expects a value of one

r close to one from the Correlation Coefficient (CC) metrics which is

valuated using Eq. (1) , and low values from the Root Mean Square

rror (RMSE) metrics as a final result which is evaluated using Eq. (2) . 

. Result & discussion 

For finalizing risk factors carried out a survey. In this, it questions

olunteers to classify risk factors in three distinct strata as per possi-

ilities of occurrence and their influence on CC. The following are the

esults of these classes: The terms "not important," "important," and "neu-

ral" are used interchangeably. From various nations 35 international

xperts answered in this survey, and every one of them approved that

ormerly prescribed factors are significant, signifying that they have a

ot of leverage in the cloud computing world. Later, it gave numeric

ange of values to each risk factor, and lastly, it established expert pro-

ocols and rules hence using some statistical techniques to produce in-

ormation depending on those rules. 18 input attributes were contained

y dataset and consists of around 1940 instances. Labelling of 18 at-

ributes with their respective ranges for numeric values, Risk factors are

rovided in Table 1 . It applied through splitting percentage to evaluate

nd test algorithm. Through splitting percentage, dataset is arbitrarily

ividing testing and training information that follows: 

• 50–50% (A) 

• 65–35% (B) 

• 85–15% (C) 
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Figure 3. RMSE performance comparison for all test 

datasets with proposed model. 

Table 1 

Associated range values with respective Risk 

factors. 

Range Value Risk factor 

0-1 RC, I & P, IAS, DS 

0-2 TPM, RE, DB, DI 

0-3 DT,DL, DL & IS, SLA, A & AC 

1-3 IDD, BC & SA, R, ShE, VV 

Table 2 

Comparison of RMSE performance of proposed model with others using all four 

classes of dataset. 

Algorithm A B C D 

Proposed 

Model 

Decision Tree 0.0022 0.002 0.0019 0.0018 

Randomizable Filter 

Classifier 

0.0046 0.0047 0.0038 0.0035 

k-star 0.0046 0.0047 0.0038 0.0035 

[50] 

[51] 

[52] 

Decision Tree 0.0043 0.004 0.003 0.003 

Randomizable Filter 

Classifier 

0.0021 0.002 0.002 0.002 

k-star 0.0181 0.019 0.018 0.018 

[53] K-mean 0.022 

[54] SVM 0.1152 
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• 95–5% (D) 

Experiments were executed in WEKA which delivers a gathering of

ata pre-processing tools and machine learning algorithms in a GUI do-

ain for algorithm evaluation and information exploration as shown in

able 1: 

With every algorithm, Table 2 briefs best outcomes of test (RMSE)

rom all data % and comparison of proposed model RMSE performance

ith other model [50–54] : 

The best performance in terms of RSME parameter is highlighted

n each columns of Table 2 . In [ 44 , 45 ] k-mean is used to evaluate the

erformance of the system whereas SVM is used to evaluate the sys-

em’s performance. RMSE performance comparison between the pro-
248 
osed model with [41–43] is represented in Fig. 3 for entire dataset per-

entages and depicts that additional training data percentage of about

5% testing and 95% training) generates best outcomes, signifying bet-

er learning. From the results, it is clear that the RSME performance

f proposed predictive model is better in case of decision tree and k ∗ 

lgorithm where in case of randomizable filter classifier previous was

etter. 

The methodologies and learning approaches were explained first, fol-

owed by feature selection. Following that, several learning approaches

uch as decision trees, k-star, and others were considered. Finally, per-

ormance measurement measures are offered, which are utilised to as-

ess the prediction models. 

. Conclusion 

With the increase use of data as days goes by, systems of big data sys-

ems became one of important drives of innovation that delivers a path

n managing information. Cloud domain extensively regulates big data

esolutions by delivering modified domains to big data systems. While

ig data in cloud computing are robust and powerful systems enabling

oth, further research to develop and enhance and enterprises, but there

rise few speculations regarding assessment of risk which is requited

ater and discussion and real investigation. Extra hard work must be

sed designing and developing risk assessment mechanism concerning

o security in cloud computing domain for big data. Additional should

e implemented in later but quickly to solve this risk assessment security

ssues. Major aim of this experimental hardship is to attain decrease of

haracteristics, best precision on data set of testing and finding out best

xisting schemes used for this dataset. It is inspected that the behaviour

f various machine-learning algorithms for demonstrating risk factor in-

olving cloud computing. Influence of subsets of testing and training of

nformation is described in this paper by splitting sub dataset arbitrar-

ly in four various classes. Experimental outcome depicts that splitting

f dataset to (95% - 5%) provides best yield out of entire remaining

artitioning and also illustrates that Decision Tree Classifier algorithm

 k ∗ delivers better results between all data sets in cloud computing
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omain, whereas randomizable filter classifier was having fever perfor-

ance that previous one. 

Future Work: Because security is a top priority in the cloud comput-

ng environment, the security framework will inform both cloud cus-

omers and cloud service providers about individual boundaries and

hared responsibilities at each level. Cloud actors can evaluate secu-

ity parameters and compliance by simulating the Cloud Computing se-

urity framework in their in-house or external cloud environments. As

 result, as a future project, it would like to conduct research on the

omparative analysis of the performance of smart security assessment

odels or frameworks through simulation and integration of security

tandards and guidelines for service and delivery models, which will aid

n the framework’s benchmarking. Additional research is being done in

he subject of integrating Cloud Service Level Agreements (SLAs) with

daptive and smart security frameworks, which will help a lot of CSPs to

uarantee the service level that their customers need. In the future, the

ndustrial need for real-time risk assessment may also fuel the adoption

f machine learning techniques. Moving forward, procedures to validate

he use of machine learning in risk assessment also need to be addressed

y the various safety regulatory bodies. 
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